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POPULIST BREXIT BRITAIN!
The Populists seek a Brexit Britain that rejects
both the dog-eat-dog uncaring Thatcherite
right and the wild-eyed hard left. Both are
based upon textbook crank theories that ignore
the real needs of ordinary people. Needs such
as job security, fair wages, just prices, affordable housing, freedom from crime and the fear
of crime, and the right to free speech without
loss of livelihood or (at worst) imprisonment.
Current mainstream politicians condemn
"Populists" yet governments since the mid
1960s have been pushing an extreme agenda
that breaks down communities, which leads to
loss of national identity and takes away personal and national independence.
How can this be reversed? We need to give
people back their pride. Give them a stake in
society, through co-operative ownership in
business, worker participation with managers
of industry, and rewards for loyalty. It means
policies to help people to buy locally from
small business, to stop monopolies and the
clone town mentality where all high streets
become increasingly the same.
We need to conserve what matters to people,
be it our local pub, our hospital, our school or
corner shop. Our heritage is under threat - be
it the green belt or historic buildings from the
bulldozers of the greedy developers. Once it
has been destroyed it can never return. The socalled "Conservative" Party fails to conserve
anything except the wealth of its backers.
That also applies to identity. The hostility towards traditional values by the elite has lead to
society breaking down and social order being
unsettled. The fear of being condemned as
prejudiced has meant a decline in our traditional way of life.

Join us TODAY!
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We publish another in a short series of definitions which, we hope, will enable Populists and
Nationalists to have a clearer understanding of those words and expressions which turn up in
written articles, social medium forums and the general conversation of radicals.

Published and printed by
The Populist Party
11 Greensleeves Avenue
Broadstone
Dorset. BH18 8BJ.
Email: askus@populistparty.co.uk
VOX POPULIST is published for the benefit of the
members of the Populist Party. It supports the
policy and ideals of the document POPULIST
PRINCIPLES, written by Russell White.
The opinions expressed in signed articles in, or
letters to, VOX POPULIST do not necessarily represent the Populist Party and are the contributor's
sole responsibility. Similarly, opinions expressed
by the Managing Editor of VOX POPULIST must
not be assumed to represent the opinions of the
membership of the Populist Party.
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may
be reproduced or utilised in any form or by any
means (whether electronic or mechanical) without
permission in writing from the publisher. Permission will be given only if an undertaking is given to
include with the reproduced matter the name and
address of this publication.
Readers are welcome to submit articles within the
populist and patriotic ethos. It could be cultural,
economic or political.


VOX POPULIST is on Facebook
If you can, please like us and follow us.
We can be found at the address below:

http://www.facebook.com/VOXPopulist
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PART TWO

CULTURE

FOREIGN POLICY

Human progress and individual contentment
rests on the stability of a sound culture
geared to the traditional mores of the society.
Thus, destroying or seriously injuring a racial
or national culture is a crime against the injured people. Culture "lives" from generation
to generation, either growing in refinement
and potential due to isolation or regressing
because of Cultural Marxism. Internationalism seeks to destroy all human individuality
and national cultures, replacing them with a
formless, pornographic cacophony of junk
and filth, such as "modern art", the obscene
noise which is described as "music" by the
press and similar international barbarities.
No people can be free when their culture is
under attack; thus the destruction of all national cultures is an essential part of the
communist/capitalist/Zionist conspiracy to
destroy all middle class values, concurrently
reducing it to slavery.

To be worthy of the name, it must be conducted only from the standpoint of national
interest, not the interest of minority, special
interest pressure groups. In foreign policy,
the issue is between nationalism and internationalism, not "conservatism vs liberalism" as "conservative leaders" pretend to
believe. T here is no such thing as a
"conservative" foreign policy or a "liberal"
foreign policy. Mislabelling foreign policy
issues as "conservative" or "liberal" hides
the real issue and contributes the confusion
in the area of foreign policy desired by the
mattoid capitalists, making it easy for them
to attain their selfish objectives without exposure.

DEMOCRACY
Usually the capitalist political system. It is
controlled by capitalist ownership and control of the media, grants from tax-free foundations, contributions and favourable press coverage for favoured political candidates. Wide
franchise to vote is given to the people to
make them easier to control by making them
think that "the people" are responsible for the
inevitable distortions and negative consequences of the policies of the super-rich mattoids which are imposed in order to serve
their selfish interests. Democracy separates
authority from responsibility, thus making it
virtually impossible for the voters to reform
the system. Those in authority (the mattoids)
have no responsibility. Those responsible
(the politicians) have no authority except that
which is lent to them by their controllers.

FREE ENTERPRISE
Economic intercourse free of government interference except when it tends toward monopoly, when law is used to re-establish
competition. Except for regulated public
utilities, no business is permitted to dominate the market. Protection by tariff from
foreign invasion of domestic markets with
low-price manufactured goods and protection by strict immigration laws from invasion
of low-cost labour is an essential part of the
system. Absentee ownership of farms prohibited; farms kept in the hands of families,
even if "inefficient" by capitalist standards.

People, not profits, come first.
The Populist Glossary is reproduced [with minor edits to
favour a UK readership] from Populism vs Plutocracy: the
Universal Struggle. Edited by Willis A. Carto.
Published by the Liberty Lobby
300 Independence Avenue Southeast
Washington DC 20003
ISBN 0-935036-52-0
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Bearded Liberals, Corderoy suits,
'Uni' lectures, bald as coots.
Marxist theory, left-wing daubing,
Labour mural, Jeremy Corbyn.
Meat is Murder, lentils are good.
Hug a "hoodie", in the "Hood".
Beardy Corbyn, Abbott shagger,
Calls "white van man" - "knuckledragger".
Old McDonnell, won't stay calm,
With Mao's "Red Book", under his arm.
Ignores Mao's murders, par for the course
While calling UKIP "an evil force".
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WHAT IS POPULISM?
Populism is the political creed which draws its beliefs
from the will of the people
Populists form policies from a background of support for family, community and tradition. We distrust
politicians and manifestoes. We prefer a policy based upon unchanging principles. That is why our
statement of beliefs is called Populist Principles.
Populism is for all classes and backgrounds and puts people before politics. Our hero is the small
man standing up to the big forces in society - be they bureaucrats, big business or mass unions.
Those who struggle against all the odds - the housewife making ends meet on a pittance; the
shopkeeper threatened by supermarkets and department stores, and those who save lives such as
firemen, police officers and doctors. They are the real heroes - often unsung and underpaid - but more
worthy than the 'celebrities' and 'high flyers' who become the false idols revered by the media.
Populism is best illustrated by the films of Frank Capra and the books of George Orwell.

Welcome to Populism!

That's just part, there's Trots a plenty,
Kick 'em out in 2020.
This is the system that people vote for when they vote Conservative or Labour.

FAMILIES FIRST!

You loyally work for a multinational business, and then suddenly they announce job losses. But you, in
your workplace have done nothing wrong.

The family is the bedrock of society. It is the glue which binds us together and separates us from the
animal kingdom.
Populists make no apology for supporting the institution of marriage as the best and time honoured
way of domestic life. Where attacks occur upon marriage and the traditional family values occur
within the mass media (especially television) we oppose them. Instead of the hostility fostered by
feminists there should be partnership between men and women. United we stand - divided we fall.
But, when couples break up, fathers should be entitled to and expect to maintain contact with their
children. The children are the future and need to know that they are loved by both parents in a stable
environment. Populists will take any action necessary to protect children from perverts who would
corrupt and harm them.
Populist economic policies are designed to reduce much of the financial strain upon marriages by
reducing the potential for debt and providing a taxation system which favours married parents.

And the company decides to relocate, meaning you have to make the decision to either up sticks and move
with them or "make yourself redundant" by not following the company to its new location. Thus, your
family, your friends are affected, but the business never has to explain itself to you, as you are a mere
economic unit . . .
A small-scale distributist system, with co-operative ownership of the larger enterprises in which all
workers own a share (that cannot be sold off, unlike the fake property owning of Thatcherism) would be
the cure for this.
Our task is to separate "Conservatism" (conservative social values, tradition, personal liberty and national
independence) from the Capitalist economic system.
We need to be ruthless in exposing the global free market as we are in fighting Cultural Marxism. Both
are extremist belief systems.
Our key demographic are the people who never benefit from Capitalism, yet hate the social leftism that
comes as the package when voting Labour. These people voted for Brexit and are heavily skewed toward
the C12DE social classes.

Where single parent mother tenants face isolation and childcare problems we favour imaginative
housing policies to bring them together under one roof and create a more constructive environment.
Families do not need a heavy handed local council looking for problems where there are none, by
sending in armies of social workers and health visitors. By building an extended family (of
grandparents, aunts and uncles and neighbours) parents may solve some problems and prevent others.
Poverty and crime have been linked to family breakdown in studies and surveys for many years. Only
by putting families first can we ever solve such problems and provide a better future for our children.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DIARY OF AN EDWARDIAN TIME TRAVELLER

The Leader's arTicLe

Dear Diary . . .

Russell White, Leader of the Populist Party,
gives a concise and direct justification of
Localism. Followed by a few thoughts on
UKIP's terminal decline.

15th January 2018.
I have noticed a large number of young adolescents with hair colours that are pink or green or other
unnatural colours. When I suggest that they visit their local general practitioner they laugh at me. Why
would someone with a disorder like this not wish for a cure?

RUSSELL WHITE

Why we need Localism!

VOX POPULIST

Populist Party Leader

Localism works for ordinary people. Decentralisation is best for those most vulnerable.
Here are a few examples:1 A family moves from one location to another to ensure a better education for their child

or to ensure their child isn't the only indigenous child in the class. Then the local council
decides to close the two schools, and merge them into one. The family is back to square
one, due to centralisation.
2 Two libraries exist. One in the West of town, and the other in the East. Mrs Groggins is
frail and cannot get out much, but she can pop to the library in the West as it is very near
to her. But the council decides to merge the two libraries as part of their "efficiency" plan.
Now Mrs Groggins has to get a bus to reach the central library, but the bus stop is too far
to walk to so she rarely goes there.
3 Many local railway stations served local communities up until the 1960s. Though they
were "loss making" they did provide transport for those without cars. Then, in the 1960s
the governments gave Dr Beeching the thankless task of deciding which to keep and
which to close. His name became reviled in rural England for decades afterwards, though
the people who hatched the plan remained anonymous.

16th January 2018.
I have always believed it prudent to have on my person at all times a needle and thread for sartorial
emergencies, (perhaps a loose button?). Today, I offered to stitch the blue trouser garment known as
"jeans" for a young fellow which had deteriorated at the knee. The brute swore at me and said that they
are "meant to be like that". The poverty and moral degradation charted by Charles Booth in the East End
of London seems to have spread nationally.
17th January 2018.
I have seen two young men providing mouth to mouth resuscitation to one another, yet neither was
unconscious. I remained vexed by this . . . they surely cannot be mollies can they - in full view of the
populace?
18th January 2018.
A garment proclaims "Punx not dead". One wonders who Punx was, and how he escaped his demise . . .
19th January 2018.
I fear that I have trespassed into the abyss. All manner of horrors can be seen within a box powered by
electricity, known as "TV" . . .
20th January 2018.
I return to my own time, despondent and dispirited. I will dismantle the time machine so no other mortal
may witness what I have over my short excursion into the future. May God have mercy on us!

4 Hospitals: Centralisation means that local people have to travel further for routine

treatment. And if there is a "hospital bug" more patients are affected.
5 Fire service: I'd rather not wait for the fire brigade to travel miles while I wait for them to
put out the blaze. local fire stations mean they can reach you more quickly.

Why do UKIP councillors keep Defecting to the Tories?
I have seen enough of these defections by now to have time to think it over. My view is that
UKIP went for rapid growth by having a very broad outline of what the party believed in.
So UKIP focussed around several key issues:
Brexit and the Economy

Immigration

CONTACT US
VOX POPULIST
11 Greensleeves Avenue
Broadstone
Dorset
BH18 8BJ

voxpop@populism.org.uk

VOX POPULIST
is not simply a newsletter for
members of the Populist Party.
Our aim is to promote the Populist
Party and Populism in general to
interested non-members as well as
keeping Party members informed.
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Anti-Global Warming

Grammar Schools

Opposition to Same Sex

WHY?

Marriage
A further analysis reveals
how this ties in with the defections.

Brexit and the Economy.

Waiting for Bob . . .

There was once a politician called Bob. Now Bob had
achieved amazing successes in his political career.
Many people admired him.
But Bob walked away from his party at the final
furlong. So the political party, the Purple Party, that
Bob led so well had to find a new leader. That was
Walter. Walter didn't have the charisma and charm of
Bob, making up stories about his achievements, and
he lasted only six months, during which time the
Purple Party floundered at the polls.
Pretty soon there was an election for a new leader.
One of the front runners, Les, wasn't to Bob's liking,
so Bob and a number of his close colleagues said, "If
Les wins we'll resign en masse" . . .
This was meant to stop Les in his tracks, yet Les
continued as favourite to win the leadership. Meanwhile Bob was quoted as saying he would start a new
party if Les won.

He then insisted that he was misquoted and that he
would not start a new party. Bob's supporters were
confused. They wanted Bob, rather than Les, and
were hanging on Bob's every word. So Bob told them
to vote for his friend Jack. And Jack won by a very

narrow margin. Les and his followers left the Purple
Party instead and formed the Mauve Party. Bob
went on to fame and fortune in the media hosting
his own chat show.
Jack wasn't very good; he was worse than Walter.
The Bob-ites became very angry and Jack was
sacked. Jack then left to form the Invisible Party,
but no one joined. Jack was replaced by Billy. But
Bob said he didn't like Billy and his policies. The
Purple Party continued its decline.
Years passed and Bob procrastinated. "Maybe I'll
come back, one day" he said. Bob's supporters
waited . . . and waited . . . and waited . . .
Other parties with similar or even better patriotic
policies came and went during this time and the
country got worse and worse, until it was unrecognisable across the land. These parties should have
picked up thousands of new members and gained
seats in Parliament, if given a chance. But people
waited for Bob, and by the time they had stopped
waiting there was nothing left worth saving . . .
Bob emigrated and became a popular after dinner
speaker.
END.

The UKIP version of Brexit is
centred around global free
trade. This is more or less
identical to the position held
by Tories like Dan Hannan,
Michael Gove and Boris Johnson. The "Labour Leave" version is more sympathetic to
protectionism, as it centres around preventing undercutting by Third World economies
post-Brexit. The Red-KIP element in UKIP was suppressed, but as the Blue-Kippers defect
their influence may grow.
For a UKIP councillor defecting to the Tories it is a relatively easy jump, as the party
regularly invited representatives from the Bruges Group, Adam Smith Institute, Freedom
Association, to speak at its meetings and put the globalist Tory version of Brexit to UKIP
delegates at conferences. This narrowed the clear blue water between UKIP and the
Tories.
On the wider economy, UKIP made noises about buccaneering entrepreneurism, about
burning up EU regulations (whether they were beneficial to our working class or not), and
about opposing the Working Time Directive and other "red tape" and worker protection. At
every turn UKIP positioned itself as the party of the employers, rather than the workers (or
a national unity compromise between the two poles). This distanced UKIP from possible
support from Labour (and Liberal) Leave voters, making a breakthrough harder in Labour
constituencies. And yet, the party had some of their best results in places like Sunderland,
Hartlepool, etc. in the North, and Labour leaning Midlands seats even with this emphasis.
Any talk of monetary reform (Bradbury Pound), or combating the multinationals, and
taking back the foreign owned utilities back into British hands was dismissed as
"Socialism". And those who concurred with this view were pushed to the fore, while
redkippers were held back.

Immigration.
UKIP focussed upon immigration but failed to connect it to the demand of big business for
cheap labour. This made it look like they were blaming the immigrants for coming here,
rather than the businesses that enticed them over, and the political parties that receive
the funding to do their bidding. A missed opportunity.
The Leader's Article Continued on Page 11 >>>
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>>> The Leader's Article continued from Page 5 >>>

Lee Consterdine, Populist Party
National Chairman, gives his Annual
Review of Populist Party activities
for 2017
That was the year that was our best EVER yet
There is no question that 2017 has proved to be the Populist Party's
most productive and, in one sense, most successful year.
It is very pleasing to report that the Populist Party acquired more new members, 26
in total, than in any previous year of our existence. In effect, we doubled our
membership size during 2017. The membership renewal rate was very healthy as
well.
A significant boost came during April with the defection of a number of [now
former] UKIP members in Sunderland. Given the number of new members who
came across, bringing with them a wealth of experience and enthusiasm, the
Populist Party was in a position to form our first viable branch. For the time being
their finances are linked directly to Populist Central Accounts.
April 2017 was our best month for recruiting members, gaining 8 in total.
As far as politics is concerned generally, 2017 will stand out as the year Prime
Minister May decided, rather recklessly, to call a very premature General Election.
How did this play out for the Populist Party? The original plan had been to nurse
what would have been the new constituency of Beckenham, post Boundary Commission changes, for what should have been the 2020 General Election. As it was
we were unprepared and were rushed into contesting the current Lewisham West
and Penge Parliamentary Constituency. Given that this constituency was in the
bottom 50 in the Party's list of all 650 Parliamentary prospects and given a surge in
votes for the Labour candidate, we don't regard our candidate's score of 50 votes
[0.1%] as being particularly bad. Indeed, given we have taken the plunge, we as a
Party are now able to look detractors straight in the eye and say: "we've done it.
When are you going to?"
The continuing task for the Populist Party is to capitalise upon these developments
but also the woes of UKIP and its ongoing loss of purpose (and members) since the
Brexit vote of 2016.
In addition to all the above the focus during 2017 for the Populist Party has been to
continue our promotion on Facebook, using our various pages. The Populist Party a
number of pages designed to promote the policies and activities of the Party. The
Party Leader, Russell White, has been tireless in the respect of this promotion. And
with enthusiastic support from other Populists it is pleasing to report positive
results.
Indeed, in terms of acquiring new members, Facebook continues to be the Populist
Party's best source to date, by a huge margin.

Worse still, UKIP accepted Commonwealth immigration whilst rejecting EU immigration. Again, a mistake,
as the grooming gangs that UKIP railed against (taking up the baton from the BNP's earlier exposure) are
clearly of Commonwealth origin.

Anti-Global Warming.
How to destroy the party's chances with environmentalists in one easy step - bring in people like Roger
Helmer to argue against anything "green" and to support fracking . . . Enviromentalism is "conservative",
consumerism is "liberal".

Grammar Schools.
A strong policy, but so identified with the Tories, that UKIP cannot use it to create a separate identity from
them.

Same Sex Marriage.
UKIP tied itself in knots over this by stating that they opposed it (rather than simply having a "free vote"
on it, in the knowledge that 90+% of their members would probably vote against it). This was
understandable, given that David Cameron had made legalisation a Tory policy, decided in Parliament,
rather than by referendum, but once the vote went through, with thousands of new members for UKIP,
the party decided to "abide by the result" rather than calling for a referendum to at least decide the issue
of conscience via popular consent. UKIP should have used this as a chance to flex its muscles in favour
of putting all issues of conscience to a popular vote. Instead, it made a big fuss and then backed down
when challenged. And with a change of leader - May for Cameron - and the Brexit vote, many of these
Cameron loathing former Tories will have returned to the Fold, tail between their legs, because they only
joined UKIP in a fit of pique about legalising same sex marriage, and the UKIP failed to follow through
(perhaps fearing defeat in a referendum) . . .

THE POPULIST SPECTRUM
The Populist Spectrum consists of 4 basic
types of Populist thinking; that is,
the Classical, the Conservative,
the Reformist and the Radical Populist.
The Classical is the small man resenting the big
forces. He supports referenda, protectionism, and
small-scale living. Classicists are neutralist in foreign affairs, tending to wish their country to keep
out of foreign entanglements.
Conservative Populists focus upon tradition the preservation of heritage, culture and faith.
This social conservatism is the real type, which
existed before free market dogma triumphed. Conservative Populism is often Christian and therefore Sunday trading and the national lottery would
be opposed.
Reformist Populists are the moderates who wish
to arrive at Populism at a slower rate. Most "isms"
have their moderates, and Populism is no exception. Reformists are concerned about the nanny

state and political correctness, disturbed by the
antagonism towards motorists and smokers by
the political elite. They wish to live their lives
without excessive intereference and taxation by
the big hand of government.
Radical Populists favour a root-and-branch asssault upon modernism, consumerism and globalisation. They are often anti-American and favour a
'back to the land' model of society. Radical Populists may count the French anti-McDonald's campaigner Jose Bove, and the Luddites as amongst
their heroes.
All four types are interdependent and elements of
each will exist in most populist-minded people. A
pro-motorist/pro-US reformist and an anti-car/antiUS Radical can exist within the same tradition
because all four types are bound together by the
concepts of community values - as opposed to
selfish individualism; national identity; national independence and traditional family values. This is
regardless of which country or region we speak
of.
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ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL
Left to Right: Russell White (Populist Party
Leader); Aileen Casey; Jason Branton; Tony
Morrow (Populist Candidate for Shiney Row Ward)

3 leaflet drops.
Means 3 leaflets to every household in
Shiney Row Ward.
12 or more helpers.
The Populist Party achieves
critical mass in Sunderland!
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"It's not the size of the dog in the fight, it's the size of the
fight in the dog" - - Mark Twain

AT THE COUNT
Left to right: Chris Eynon; Aileen Casey; Richard
Vardy; Christopher Marshall; Tony Morrow
(Populist Party Candidate for Shiney Row Ward);
Jason Branton; Brian Clare

A remarkable achievement for the Populist Party.
Insofar ours is the Populist-Nationalist party who
achieved the best result of the whole night. At 414
votes and 13.2%, the Populist Party Shiney Row
Ward result is better than any other local election
result. It's very strange that no one else has
deigned to notice this.

